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ABSTRACT 
Recently A. W. Joseph described an algorithm providing combinatorial insight 
into E. Sparre Andersen’s so-called Principle of Equivalence in mathematical 
statistics. In the present paper such algorithms are discussed systematically. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a card file consisting of a box with n cards. The cards are 
numbered 1, . . ., n. A way to place the cards in the box can be described 
by a permutation. If 7~ is any permutation of the symbols 1, . . ., n, we 
can define the placing P, of the cards in the box by agreeing that the i-th 
place in the box is taken by the card with number z(i) (i = 1, . .., n). We 
shall speak of the places in the box as being arranged from left to right 
(the leftmost position having number 1). 
We shall consider algorithms for reordering the file. These algorithms 
construct, for every placing P,, a new placing P,, and we are especially 
interested in cases where the mapping rr + (r is one-to-one. Two different, 
but closely related, cases will be considered : file card algorithms (Section 2) 
and playing cord algorithms (Section 3). The applications of Section 4 
are presented as file card algorithms, but they might as well have been 
presented as playing card algorithms. 
2. FILE CARD ALGORITHMS 
We have the cards 1, . .., n in a box, in some order of succession, and 
we want to rearrange them into a second box. We take either the leftmost 
card or the rightmost card from the first box and we put it into the second 
box, either at place 1 or at place n. Next we take from the first box the 
leftmost or the rightmost remaining card, and we put it into the second 
box, either on the left or on the right. If there was already a card at 
place 1, and if we want to put the new card also on the left, then the new 
card comes to the right of the one already there, that is at place 2. In 
this way we proceed until the first box is empty. The way the second box 
is filled can also be described as follows: we put our hand into the second 
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box, and we put every new card either directly to the left or directly to 
the right of our hand, shifting the cards when necessary. 
EXAMFLE 1. The first box contains the cards in this order 
6 8 1 5 2 3 4 7. 
Now we transfer these cards into the second box: first 7, then 6, then 8, 
then 1, then 4, then 3, then 5, then 2. In the second box they might appear 
as follows 
7 6 1 4 2 5 3 8. 
We of course need to take a decision, at every step, of where to take 
from and where to transfer to. In the above example the cards were taken 
(in order of time) from right, left, left, left, right, right, left, left, (although 
this last time it is irrelevant whether we say left or right) ; they were 
put into the second box in the order left, left, right, left, left, right, right, 
right (again, the last time we might just as well have said left). 
We shall restrict ourselves to a very particular way of taking the de- 
cisions: at each moment the decision has to depend only on the sequence 
o/ cards transferred previously (and not on the places where these cards 
have been taken from or transferred to). 
We shall use the letters A and B for the functions that determine the 
decisions. Both are defined on the set of all sequences of <n distinct 
cards, and both have their values in the two-element set {left, right}. 
In the case of Example 1 the decisions would have required the values 
A(+)=right (4 stands for the empty sequence), B($)=left, A((7))=left, 
B((7))=left, A((7, 6))=left, B((7, 6))=right, A((7, 6, S))=left, B((7, 6, 
8)) = left, etc. 
The proposed rearrangement is entirely determined by the two functions 
A and B. For every permutation n we get a permutation a, to be denoted by 
a=TAs7d; 
the meaning of this is that the placing P, is transformed, by means of our 
procedure, into the placing Pa. 
In order to obtain a more rigorous formulation we give a formal de- 
scription of our procedure in a kind of ALGOL program: 
begin integer I, m, p,, q, c; sequence seq; 
Z:=l; m:=n; p:=l; q:=n; seq:=empty; 
while Z<m do 
begin if A(seq)=left then begin c : = n[Z] ; l:=l+l end 
else begin c:=n[m]; m:=m-1 end; 
if B(seq)=left then begin ab]:=c; p:=p+l end 
else begin a[q]:=c; q:=q- 1 end; 




The program needs some explanation. 
(i) n is a positive integer. 
(ii) z is a given permutation, presented in the form of an array 
n[ll, ***> n[n]. (ALGOL requires the use of square brackets, but in 
our further text we shall often keep using n( )). 
(iii) TAB is the mapping given by TABS= 0, where (T is given by the 
values that the array a[ 11, . . . , o[n] has after execution of the program. 
(iv) A sequence is a finite sequence of card numbers (all different). 
The empty sequence is denoted as empty. 
(v) A statement “while U do V;” is to be read as follows: 
“L: if U then begin V; goto L end;“. 
(vi) The value of concat (seq, c) is the sequence obtained by extending 
the sequence “seq” by a single entry on the right, viz. c. 
(Example: if seq=(3, 5, 1, B), c=2 then the value of concat (seq, c) 
is the sequence (3, 5, 1, 8, 2). And concat (empty, 3)=(3)). 
The program always terminates. Actually, the execution takes place 
in n steps: at the start we have m- 1 =n- 1, and every time we execute 
“if A(seq) . ..“. we decrease m-l by 1. At the end we have m-l= -1. 
Note that each time we get to “seq: = concat (seq, c)” we have q-p= 
= m - 1. This means, that in the course of the execution a value is assigned 
to each one of o[l], . . . . o[n]. 
The reader will easily convince himself of the truth of the following 
theorems. We do not attempt to give formal proofs. Complete formal 
proofs would be long, tedious and trivial ; it is not very clear according 
to what standards abbreviating descriptions of formal proofs are to be 
given in a subject like this. 
NOTATION. K, is the set of all sequences of less than n distinct elements 
from the set (1, . . . . n} (including the empty sequence). 
S, is the set of all n! permutations of (1, . . ., n}. 
9, is the set of all mappings of K, into the two-element set {left, right). 
THEOREM 1. If A E Q,, B E Qn, x s S, then o= TABZ is defined by 
the above program, and we have d E S, (that is, the mapping i -+ o[i] 
is defined for i=l, . . . . n, and it is a permutation). 
THEOREM 2. If A E Ofi, BE Qn,, C E On, then we have 
(i) T~~(TAB~) =T~cn for all z E IS,, 
(ii) TAAZ = JZ for all 7c E &, 
(iii) TAB maps S 12 one-to-one onto itself; the inverse mapping is TBA. 
EXAMPLE 2. We take n= 5. We define A(seq) =right if card number 1 
occurs in the sequences seq, and otherwise A(seq) =left. Furthermore, 
B(seq) =left if the sequence seq is monotonic (including the case that seq 
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is empty), and B(seq)=right otherwise. In the following table we list 
what happens to an arbitrary selection of 5 from the 120 possible placings 
((ii&n) denotes the case where place 1 is occupied by card i, etc.; in 
other words it indicates P,, where n(l) = i, n(2) = j, etc.). 
(5 1 4 3 2) (5 1 4 3 2) (5 1 4 3 2) 
(2 4 1 3 5) (2 4 1 3 5) (2 4 1 3 5) 
(3 4 1 5 2) (3 4 1 5 2) (3 4 1 5 2) 
(4 2 5 1 3) (4 2 3 1 5) (4 2 5 1 3) 
(3 1 2 5 4) (3 1 2 5 4) (3 1 2 5 4) 
3. hAYINC4 CARD ALGORITHMS 
In the file card algorithms the second box was filled by putting our 
hand in it, and putting the cards either directly to the left or directly 
to the right of that hand. This is not what a card player would do. He has 
no box, so he makes a new deck and puts the cards either on the top 
or on the bottom of the deck. (Let us agree that top = right and bottom = 
left.) In our terminology, this means that during the filling of the box 
there ia no gap in the middle but instead there are gaps at both ends. 
As long as all cards have not been placed, we do not know their definite 
place numbers. 
EXAMPLE 3. If the cards come off the first deck in the sequence 5, 3, 
6, 1, 4, 2 (in order of time), and if we are told to put them left, left, right, 
left, left, right, then the second deck grows as follows : first 5 ; 3 is placed 
to the left of 5, so we have 3, 5; next 6 is placed on the right, so we have 
3, 5, 6; next one comes on the left: 1, 3, 5, 6; next 4 on the left: 4. 1, 
3, 5, 6; next 2 on the right: 4, 1, 3, 5, 6, 2. Note that in a playing card 
algorithm it is the first-placed card for which the alternative between left 
and right is irrelevant (in a file card algorithm it was the last one). 
We can try to describe the effect of a playing card algorithm by means 
of two file card algorithms, viz. 
(3.1) TRBTAL. 
Here L is the function that has identically the value “left”, and R has 
identically the value “right”. The trouble is that if we want to achieve 
(3.1) by a single algorithm (like the one in Section 2), the application of 
B requires prognostic information. After each card we take from the 
first deck (under control of function A), we have to know the sequence 
in which the remaining cards will come off the 6rst deck; the reverse of 
that sequence ia the one we need as argument for B. Yet, we do know 
something prognostically: not the sequence, but the set of cards that are 
to come off yet, simply by forming the complement of what we took off 
already. If we restrict ourselves to those cases where B(seq) only depends 
on the set of cards occurring in the sequence seq, and not on their order, 
we can describe the effect of (3.1) as a playing card algorithm. 
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We shall say that a function B E 9, belongs to Q,* if it has the just- 
mentioned property that B(seq) only depends on the set of elements 
occurring in seq. If s is the set of those elements, we take the liberty to 
write B(s) instead of B(seq). 
The playing card algorithm for UAB. For a change, we describe the 
algorithm in standard language instead of ALGOL. It is assumed that 
A E In,, B E O,*. 
The algorithm is carried out in n steps. Before the k-th step (1 <k<n) 
is taken, there are two decks of cards : the first one contains n-k+ 1 
cards, the second one k - 1 cards. We apply A to the sequence of cards 
that have been transferred thus far, in order of time. Its value tells us 
whether the k-th step starts by taking the bottom or top card of the 
first deck. After this is done, the first deck contains n-k cards, and we 
apply B to this set. Its value tells us whether the card has to be put on 
bottom or on top of the second deck. 
The permutation z describes the first deck before the first move (from 
bottom to top zz[l], . . . . n[n]). The permutation u describes the second 
deck after the n-th move (from bottom to top a[l], . . . . o[n]). We define 
the mapping UAB by UABn= 0. 
THEOREM 3. If A E sZn, B E Qn*, then we have 
(i) uAB=TRBTAL=TLBTAR. 
(ii) UAB maps S, one-to-one onto itself. 
(iii) The inverse of UAB is TLA TBR= TRA TBL. 
(iv) If also A E Q 12*, then the inverse of 27~~ is UBA (which can be obtained 
by a playing card algorithm). 
The Theorem is trivial, although a formal proof might be long. The 
reader will easily understand (i) by taking an arbitrary example; (ii) 
follows from (i) and Theorem 2 (iii). 
REMARK 1. For U we have no properties like T has in Theorem 2 (i) 
or (ii). 




REMARK 3. We consider a simple special case. Assume that A is such 
that A(s) (S C (1, . . . . n}) only depends on the number of elements of 8, 
and that B has the same property. Then there exists a permutation ZAB 
with the property that the mapping z + UABZZ amounts to multiplication 
on the right by ZAB : UAB~=Z~AB. 
REMARK 4. We can generalize our playing card algorithms as follows. 
If we have to take a card from a deck with nz cards, we can indicate, by 
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an integer, which card we are going to take: the decision can be expressed 
by any element of {I, 2, . . . . m}. Similarly, if we have to add an m-th card 
to a deck of m- 1 cards, the decision can be expressed by any element 
of (1, . ..) m>. The selected number indicates the position of the new card 
after it has been put into the deck. In both cases, the decision “1” corre- 
sponds to “left” and “m” corresponds to “right”. 
If A and B are functions that attach to each set of m cards (0 <m<n) 
a value from the set (1, . . . . n-m}, we describe an algorithm as follows : 
if c is the set of cards in the second deck, then we take the A(a)-th card 
from the first deck. If the remaining cards in the first deck form the 
set z, then we transfer that card to the second deck such that it becomes 
the B(r)-th card of that deck. The effect UAB of this algorithm can be 
defined as in the lines preceding Theorem 3. 
It is not hard to see that Theorem 3 (ii) remains true, and that UBA is 
the inverse of UAB. Furthermore we have UAB= ULBUAR= URBUAL; here 
L denotes the function with L(G) = 1 for all u, and R denotes the function 
with R(o)=n-loI for all o (101 is the number of elements of c). 
4. THE ALUORITHM OF A. W. JOSEPH AND A GENERALIZATION 
We shall consider a special case of the algorithm of Section 2, by 
specializing A and B. The first one is simple: we just take A = R (i.e. 
A(seq)=right for every seq). The function B is defined by means of a 
sequence of n real numbers x1, . . . , xn, in the following way: If seq is a 
sequence then B(seq) =left if 
(4.1) 
and B(seq) = right otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 4. x~=12,~~=17,xs=6,~4=-2l;n(l)=3,n(2)=4,~(3)=1, 
~(4) =2. Let us imagine the value of xs to be written on card number i 
(no confusion since the q’s are all different here). So the first box shows 
the cards in this order: 6, -21, 12, 17. The cards are all taken away 
from the right, and come into the new box on the left, right, right, left, 
respectively, since 6-21+12+17>0, 6-21+12<0, 6-221~0, 6>0. So 
the second box shows* 17, 6, - 21, 12. (i.e. a(l) =2, o(2)= 3, o(3) =4, 
a(4) = 1.) We might as well check right here what Theorem 5 says : The 
partial sums of 6, -21, 12, 17 are 6, - 15, - 3, 14, of which two are 
positive; the partial sums of 17, 6, -21, 12 are 17, 23, 2, 14, of which 
the largest one is 23, and that is on location number two. 
EXAMPLE 5. The reader may wish to play with a bigger example: 
if the first box contains -2, 29, 17, -7, - 16, - 10, -32, 16, 24, -53, 
(these are not the numbers of the cards but what is written on them) 
then the partial sums are -2, 27, 44, 37, 21, 11, -21, -5, 19, -34 
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(six of them are positive). The new box will get 24, - 10, - 16, - 7, 17, 
29, -2, -32, 16, -53, with partial sums 24, 14, -2, -9, 8, 37, 35, 
3, 19, -34. The largest is 37, and occurs on location number six. An 
example like this may also illustrate the relation ULB = TRB (see Remark 2) : 
ULB is achieved by a playing card algorithm in which the cards are taken 
from the first deck from left to right. They are placed on the new deck 
according to the signs of the partial sums - 2, 27, 44, etc. The advantage 
of this algorithm above the file card algorithms is that we do not need 
to start evaluating the full sum x1 + . , . +x, : we just build it up from 
scratch. 
We shall postpone further discussion until we have developed a gener- 
alization. 
Let V be a collection of subsets of (1, . . . , n]. We assume a very special 
property, namely : 
(4.2) 
For all 81, $2 C (1, . . . . n> with $1 n SZ=C$ we have: 
if $1 E V, 82 E V then sr u ss E V, 
if a$V, ~24% then .sr u SZ#%. 
E~AIKPLE 6. xl, . . . . x% are given real numbers; V is the set of all s 
for which 2 xc> 0. 
fl?6 
EXAMPLE 7. xi, . . ., xn are given real numbers, V is the set of all s 
for which 1 xi> 0. 
ies 
EXAMPLE 8. XI, . . . . X~ are vectors in the numerical k dimensional 
vector space. %’ is the set of those s for which the sum y= 2 xf is lexico- 
fCS 
graphically positive. This means, if y= (yi, . . ., y”), that there exists a 
number i (l<i<n) such that yj>O and y/a=0 for all i<j. 
Take any $? having property (4.2). We define a file card algorithm by 
taking A = R and agreeing that B(seq) =left if 
(4.3) 
(i.e. the set of all i that do not occur in the sequence is a set in the col- 
lection U) and B(seq)=right otherwise. (We get the special case (4.1) 
if we define V as in Example 6). 
Let us rewrite the program of Section 2 for our present situation. The 
sets occurring in (4.3) are produced stepwise: we start from (1, . . . . n} 
and we remove elements as seq is growing. After k steps we have the set 
{4U 4% ***> n(n - k)}. Note that I = 1 all the time during the execution, 
and that m steps downwards from n to 0. In order to simplify the notation 
in the discussion below, we have replaced the p of Section 2 by p+ 1. 
Hence the program reduces to this one: 
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begin integer m, p, q, c; set partset; 
partset:={l, . . . . n}; fp:=O; q:=n; 
for rn:=n step -1 until 1 do 
begin c: =n[m]; 
if partset E V then begin p:=p+l; u[p]:=c end 
else begin u[q]:=c; q:=q- 1 end; 
partset : = partset\{c) 
end 
end 
Let us make some observations. Every time we get to the execution 
of “if partset. . .“, we have 
(4.4) partset={n[l], . . . . n[ml} = {u[illp <i 6 4). 
(Admittedly, we do not know all the a[i] yet during the execution, but 
we know beforehand that (T eventually becomes a permutation and that 
{m, -**> u[n]}={l, . . . . n)). 
During the execution we have 0 <p <q < n, and q-p decreases by 1 
just n times. If P denotes the final value of p, it is also the final value of q. 
And we have p<P<q all the time. 
Since p increases by 1 each time that (4.4) belongs to %, we observe 
that P is equal to the number of m with 1 <m 6 n and {7c( l), . . . , n(m)} E V. 
Next we show that we have 
(i) (a[i]]~<i<P} E %? or p=P, 
(ii) {u[i]lP<i9q} $ V or q=P 
every time we get to “if partset . . .“. 
Suppose there is a time we get to “if partset . . .” and we find the 
conjunction (i) A (ii) false. We shall show that (i) A (ii) is still false after 
the execution of that “if partset . . .“. This gives a contradiction since 
the execution of the program ends with p = P and q = P both true. 
Our argument is as follows. If (i) and (ii) are both false then execution 
of “if partset . . .” cannot make them both true, since p and q do not 
change both. If only one of (i) and (ii) is false, the execution of “if 
partset. . .” does just the wrong thing: if (i) is false then it alters q and 
it leaves p unchanged, so it leaves ti) false; if (ii) is false it leaves q un- 
changed so it leaves (ii) false. In fact, if (i) is true and (ii) is false, we have 
(44 {cr[i]lP<i<q} E v; 
if p = P we have trivially also 
(4.6) {u[i]Jp<i<q) E v; 
if {u[i]1p<i<P} E V, we derive (4.6) by means of (4.2). According to 
(4.4) and (4.6), the application of “if partset. . .” leaves q unchanged. 
The case where (i) is true and (ii) is false is entirely similar: it requires 
the second part of (4.2) instead of the 6rst one. 
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Since q-p gets down from n to 0, it is obvious that every integer 
between - 1 and P has once to be a value of p,, and every integer between 
P and n + 1 has once to be a value of q. So (i) can be claimed for 0 <p <P 
and (ii) for P <q<n. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 4. If V is a collection of subsets of { 1, . . . , n}, with property 
(4.2), and if G is a permutation of (1, . . . . n}, then there is exactly one 
M (0 c M < n) with the following properties : For all p with 0 <p CM we 
have 
(4.7) 
and for all q with M < q <n we have 
(4.8) {o[i]IM<i<q} $ %?. 
We call this M the “optimality index for d’. 
REMARK 4. The theorem is, of course, a consequence of the special 
case where u is the identity permutation. It would not be hard to give 
a proof without reference to our algorithms, but now that we have got 
them we can as well use them. 
PROOF. According to Theorem 1 (iii) we can take n such that (T = TRB~. 
So if we start with this Z, the value of P produced by our algorithm has 
the property attributed to M in the Theorem. This shows the existence 
of M. It is easy to see that if MI< Mz, then MI and Mz cannot both 
have the property: (4.7) with M=Mz, p=Ml and (4.8) with M=Ml, 
q= Mz contradict each other. 
The following theorem is now obvious: 
THEOREM 5. (G eneralized Principle of Equivalence). Let V be a col- 
lection of subsets of { 1, . . . , n} with property (4.2). Then there is a one- 
to-one mapping TRB of the set X, (the set of all permutations of { 1, . . . , n}) 
onto itself such that for all n E 8, we have : 
The number of m with l<m<n and (n(l), . . . . n(m)} ~‘27 is equal to 
the optimality index for the permutation C= TRB~. 
Examples 6, 7, 8 provide special cases. In all three examples the opti- 
mality index can be interpreted as a point M where the maximum of 
%[I] + . . . + X,,[MI over 0 GM c n is attained. (For M = 0 this sum is empty 
and has 0 as its value.) In Example 6 the optimality index indicates the 
position where the maximum is attained for the first time (if the empty 
sum is the maximum one, then the optimality index is zero), in Example 7 
it is the position where the maximum is attained for the last time. The 
cases for first minimum and last minimum can be obtained if we define 
V? by means of 2 xi < 0 and 2 xi G 0, respectively. 
*es 4CI 
For the cases of these Examples 6 and 7 the algorithm leading to the 
result of Theorem 5 is due to A. W. JOSEPH [4]. (The algorithm described 
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by Joseph is the inverse of the algorithm for TRB given at the beginning 
of Section 4. That is, he gave what we call TBR. He did not prove the 
uniqueness of TBR ; this requires TRB). The mere fact of the existence 
of such a mapping TRB is a weaker statement, of course. It means that 
for every value of .iW there are as many permutations for which exactly 
M of the partial sums of ~~(1) + . . . + ~~(~1 are positive, as there are permu- 
tations c for which the first maximum of the sequence of partial sums of 
%7(l) + * * * +xatn) (including the empty sum) is attained at location M. 
This is the result of the so-called Principle of Equivalence of E. SPARRE 
ANDERSEN [l]. A different proof was indicated by FELLER [2] ; for a very 
readable account of Feller’s argument we refer to [a]. 
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. 
Mr V. Strehl (Erlangen) kindly informed me that A. W. Joseph’s algorithm 
was anticipated by A. Brandt (A generalization of a combinatorial theorem of 
Sparre Andersen about sums of random variables, Math. Scandinav. 9, 352-359, 
(1961)), and also that the above Theorems 4 and 5 are essentially due to 
Bohnenblust and Spitzer. They are represented (with “non-algorithmic” proofs) 
by R. H. Farrell (Notes on a combinatorial theorem of Bohnenblust, Duke Math. 
Journ. 32, 333-339, (1965), lemma 1 and lemma 4(7)). 
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